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Abstract
Preliminary results of the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP)
diagnostic subproject on "Intercomparison of Hydrologic Processes in Global Climate
Models" are presented. The objective of the subproject is to evaluate the ability of
atmospheric general circulation models (GCM) in simulating the global hydrologic cycle
and to explore means of validating GCM precipitation and hydrologic processes with
space-based and ground-based observations. Based on this evaluation, we hope to identify
generic and/or specific strengths and weaknesses of the participating climate models which
will help to formulate a strategy for model improvement.
In this report, we address the intercomparison of precipitation (P), evaporation (E),
and surface hydrologic forcing (P-E) for 23 AMIP GCMs including relevant observations,
over a variety of spatial and temporal scales. The intercomparison includes global and
hemispheric means, latitudinal profiles, selected areal means for the tropics and
extratropics, ocean and land, respectively. In addition, we have computed anomaly
pattern correlations among models and observations for different seasons, harmonic
analysis for annual and semiannual cycles, and rain-rate frequency distribution. We also
compare the joint influence of temperature and precipitation on local climate using the
Koeppen climate classification scheme.
Results show that the models collectively portray an Earthlike climate with respect to
the observed land-only global mean surface temperature (=14.8 oC ) and precipitation
(=2.4 mm/day ) to within 10%. The model consensus indicates a cold-wet bias of about
1.5 °C and 0.5 ram/day. Most of the models conserve atmospheric water up to about 5%.
While most models show a rain-rate intensity distribution similar to that of the observed,
almost all models underestimate the frequency of occurrence of light rain (<1 ram/day),
suggesting some fundamental problems in the treatment of nonconvective rainfall in
models. The major areas of deficiencies in global rainfall distribution are in the eastern
Pacific Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), the South Pacific Convergence Zone
(SPCZ), and the Asian monsoon. The main discrepancy in the ITCZ and the SPCZ is in
the rainfall amount. In the Asian monsoon region, the problem seems to be more severe.
None of the models are able to reproduce the East Asian monsoon rainbelt. Perhaps, not
by happenstance, the disparities among observed estimates are also large in the above
regions.
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The model depiction of the hydrologic cycle tends to be more realistic where there is
a strong annual cycle and where local moisture balance is the key operating mechanism,
i.e., over large interior land mass in the extratropics. In regions of strong dynamical
control (P-E >>0), i.e., over the tropical western Pacific, the monsoon region and the
ITCZ, the differences among models tend to be large. In the interannual time scales, all
models show enhanced rainfall prediction over the tropics because of sea surface
temperature (SST) forcing, i.e., during E1 Nifio Southern Oscilation (ENSO). However,
the models do not show any useful skill for rainfall prediction in the extratropics from
tropical SST forcing.
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1. Introduction
Under Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP), participating modeling
groups carried out a 10-year integration (1979--1988) of atmospheric general circulation
models (GCM) using dally sea surface temperature (SST) forcing derived from monthly
mean observed SST field produced by Reynolds (1988). The goal of the project is to
provide a common forum for global climate research groups to assess model capabilities,
and to discuss and exchange information on all aspects of the model so as to determine the
best strategy and priority for improving model performance (Gates, 1992). To diagnose
the various aspects of the models, 27 diagnostic subprojects have been initiated. The
following is a preliminary report for the subproject on "Hydrologic Processes in GCMs."
This report is presented in the form of a technical report, which contains a large number of
figures detailing the overall, as well as the individual, perfo .rl_nance of the models in 15 key
parameters and fields related to the regional and global hydrologic cycle. The discussion
on each section will refer to sets of similar figures for each model and observation, if
available. Figures will be numbered according to the section numbers. Appendices are
given at the end for extended figure legends and for acronyms used for each model. The
intent of this report is to provide readers and AMIP modelers, quick-look plots and easy
reference to their own model performances in comparison with others, as well as available
observations. For a description of the individual model characteristics, the readers are
referred to Phillips (1994).
2. Global Temperature and Precipitation Relationship
The first step in the intercomparison is to determine whether the participating models
are simulating an Earthlike climate as defined by the global mean surface temperature (Ts)
and precipitation (P). Figure 1 shows the scattered plot of model global mean surface air
temperature and precipitation over land and the one- (1-if) and two- (2-I) standard
deviation limits spanned by the models. The land-only region is chosen because of more
reliable observations of surface temperature and precipitation over land. The climatic state
of the models and of the Earth is represented by a point in the Ts-P phase space. The
global mean surface air temperature and precipitation show large variation among the
models. The model mean surface temperature and rainfall over land is 13.4 oc and 2.7
mrn/day with standard deviations 1.5 °C and 0.5 mm/day respectively. Compared with
theobserved climatology of global surface temperature (= 14.8 oc ) and precipitation (=
2.4 mm/day), it is fair to say that the models collectively are simulating Earthlike climates.
As confirmed by subsequent analysis, models that lie outside the 2-c limit (e.g., CSU and
MGO, see Appendix A for model acronyms) have inherent inconsistencies in their
representation of the global hydrologic cycle compared to observations. However, it does
not imply that models lying within the 1-_ limit and/or close to the observed global climate
state necessarily have a realistic distribution or evolution of the global hydrologic cycle.
Figure 1 also shows that the model's range can be as much as 6-7 oc in surface air
temperature and up to 2.00 mm/day in precipitation. This is a substantial range that
warrants attention, especially in the use of individual GCMs for global change scenarios
relating tO the global hydrologic cycle. The precipitation uncertainties alone can lead to
approximately 60 Wm -2 differences in condensation heating. Errors of such magnitude
can introduce large changes in the global circulation. Because these errors are often
accompanied by other compensating errors, the circulation simulated by the GCMs may
still be realistic in a broad scale sense, but the energy balance will not. Evidently, most
models produce excessive precipitation and have lower surface temperature compared to
those observed. This suggests a systematic cold-wet bias for most models. However, it
must be remembered that the uncertainties in the observed global surface temperature and
precipitation are also quite large.
3. Global Mean Precipitation (P)
Figure 2, top panel, shows the total global precipitation (70 ° S to 70 ° N) and its mean
values over land and oceans, respectively, for each model and for different estimates based
on observations. The variability among models (2.5 to 4.0 mm/day) is larger than
observations (2.7 to 3.2 mm/day ). This is true for both oceans and land. The global
mean precipitation rate over the oceans is larger than that over land in the observation and in
a majority of the models except DNM and GFD. However, most models, with the
exception of DNM and CSI, show that the amplitude of the rainfall annual cycle is larger
over land than over ocean (Figure 2, bottom panel). Here, the observations disagree
among themselves, with JGR and MSU (see Appendix A for the definition of observation
acronyms) showing larger annual cycles over land than over ocean, but the reverse for
LWC and LWU. In general, the model annual cycles are much weaker than observed
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annualcycles. Sincethe observedrainfall estimatesdiffer asmuchasthemodels,atthe
presentime,it is impossibleto determinewhatthetruemagnitudeof theannualcycleis.
4. Global Mean Evaporation (E)
The global mean evaporation shows large variations among the models (Figure 3, top
panel). The range is 2.5-4.5 mm/day over the ocean and 1.5-2.5 mm/day over land. All
models show that the annual variation is much stronger over land than over ocean. In
large part, this is because of the same SST forcing is used for all models, so that the
:variability of ocean evaporation is constrained to follow the SST variation. However,
most models have interactive land surface hydrology; therefore, the variability of land
evaporation is much larger than that over the oceans (Figure 3, bottom panel).
5. Global Mean Evaporation Minus Precipitation (E-P)
The quantity E-P is a test of the conservation of water mass; by definition, this
quantity should vanish when averaged over the globe for a long period. Figure 4.1 shows
that most models have an approximate balance between global E and P. The differences
over land, ocean, and hemispheric averages represent the degree of local water recycling
over these spatial domains. Most models conserve water to within 5% of the total
precipitation. Nonetheless, global conservation (error >5%) is apparently lacking in a
few models (e.g., BMR, COL, SUN and UIU). On the average, all models show that the
ocean (land) is a source (sink) of atmospheric moisture. During the entire 10-year period,
the models show that the southern (northern) hemisphere generally is a source (sink) of
atmospheric moisture, which implies that there is a net transport of atmospheric moisture
from the southern to the northern hemisphere.
The E-P analysis is also carried out for all the four seasons (Figures 4.2 - 4.5). The
models consistently show that the E-P imbalance (or the implied net transport of moisture)
is always from ocean to land, and the amount is almost independent of the season. On the
other hand, the northern and southern hemispheres reverse their roles as source and sink of
atmospheric moisture as a function of the season. The moisture transport in all models
except SUN is consistent from the winter hemisphere to the summer hemisphere. The
strongest interhemispheric moisture transport occurs during summer (JJA) and the weakest
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occursin spring (MAM). While all modelsareconsistentin depicting thedirectionof
transportasa functionof theseason,theamountof transportvariesgreatlyamongthem.
6. Normalized Rain-rate Frequency Distribution
The frequency distribution of the model rain rates is in general agreement with that of
the observed (Figure 5.1). The distribution of the higher rain rates (monthly mean > 6-7
mm/day) is quite well modeled. Figures 5.2-5.3 shows that a common discrepancy
among models is that they all underestimate the rain-rate frequency in the light rain
category, i.e., 0-1 mm/day. This may be caused, in part, by sampling errors, but the
magnitude of the discrepancy suggests that the differences are real. The systematic
underestimates appear both over ocean and over land. The large and consistent differences
suggest a fundamental deficiency in the representation of,rainfall and moist processes in
models. This deficiency may be related to the inadequate treatment of precipitation of the
nonconvective type, i.e., mid- or low-level stratocumulus, shallow convection, and
associated isolated showers, which are either absent or poorly represented in all models.
7. Zonal Precipitation
The AMIP models depict large variations in the zonal mean of precipitation as
compared to the verification data (Figure 6.1). On the annual mean, most models agree
well with the observations showing the equatorial ITCZ and the midlatitude maximum over
the storm track latitudes. However, larger variations are found in the seasonal mean. In
winter (DJF) (Figure 6.2), there is large variability among the models with respect to the
magnitude and the location of the ITCZ. The observation shows a double maxima, with a
minimum near the equator, but only a few of the models were able to reproduce this
feature. All models fail to produce the high-latitude rainfall maximum over the southern
oceans shown in the observations. However, this maximum in the observations is itself
highly suspect because of the lack of in-situ observations and the difficulty of satellite
rainfall algorithm to retrieve rainfall at high latitudes. In JJA (Figure 6.3), there is better
agreement among models and observations in the position of the ITCZ. The models
appear to produce a distinct subtropical minimum with a secondary maximum near 60 ° N,
while the observations suggest a broader shoulder in the rainfall profile in the subtropics
and midlatitudes. These may be related to an overestimation of the effect of subsidence
associatedwith thenorthernsummermonsoonmeridionalcirculation. However,thereis
amajordisagreementbetweenMSU rainfall andtherestof theobservationsin the30° N-
60° N latitudebelt overthenorthernPacific,with theformerindicatingmuchhigherrainfall
in theselatitudes. This isrelatedto thedifferentestimatesof rainfall overtheextratropical
westernPacific associatedwith the Mei-Yu rainbelt in the East Asian monsoon (see
discussion in Section 8).
8. Zonal Surface Hydrologic Forcing (P-E)
Over land, the models generally produce precipitation in excess of the observed
(Figures 7.1-7.3). The excessive precipitation is generally accompanied by excessive
evaporation; therefore, the P-E balance over land shows reasonable agreement with the
estimated P-E (EST). Except for a few models, the 10-year annual mean P-E is positive
over land, indicating that the land regions are sinks of atmospheric moisture. A negative
P-E over land in the 10-year mean is physically unrealistic except for regions that gain
water through river flow. Since river flow is not parameterized in any of the GCMs,
negative P-E represents a continuous drying of the soil, which cannot be sustained because
of the limited water-holding Capacity of the soil. The excessive E and P over land
appeared in the zonal averages may imply an excessively vigorous global hydrologic cycle.
The excessive condensation heating of the atmosphere aloft, accompanied by the increased
precipitation, however, is countered by an increase in net radiative cooling and a decrease
in sensible heat flux at the surface, where the latter is caused by increased soil moisture and
more evaporation. Thus, large E over land is accompanied by cooler land climate, as
evidenced in the global mean land surface temperature (see Figure 1). It is clear that the
diabatic heating errors are intertwined with complex energetics of the entire system. An
improved precipitation simulation requires improvement in all the physical
parameterizations which produce diabatic heating effects.
The water balance (P-E) over the ocean reflects the fresh water input in the deep
tropics and at higher latitudes, which are supplied by evaporation over the subtropical
oceans (Figure 7.4). Some of the fresh water flux into the tropics and higher latitudes are
recycled through water transport by the oceanic circulation. As expected, the modeled
seasonal average fields for DJF and JJA (Figures 7.5-7.6) and their departures from
observations are much larger than the annual averages.
9. Precipitation Distribution
The global distribution of precipitation is shown in a three-panel plot containing
yearly (ALL), winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) fields in Figures 8.1-8.4. There is
considerable variability among the observed, as well as modeled, precipitation fields
(Figures 8.1-8.3); however, this variability occurs at different locations in the observations
vis-a-vis models. Some large differences among the corresponding observed fields (see
for example, Jaeger (JGR) vs. MSU blended fields) must be taken into consideration in
interpreting model performance. Figure 8.4 shows that the simulated precipitation in the
spectral models shows serious spectral truncation noise which persists even in the 10-year
average, e.g., DER and LMD. The grid point models such as GLA, GSF, UCL, and
JMA, among others, produce much smoother rainfall fields.
As evident in the individual rainfall distribution in Figure 8.4, for many models,
major deficiencies exist in the vicinity of mountains and regions of strong convection. The
single-grid-point rain clusters, such as produced in COL, deserve a speci_ attention;
particularly in the DJF period over Eurasia. Overall, features that show the largest model-
to-model variability, as well as disagreement among observations, are (i) the eastern
tropical Pacific ITCZ, (ii) the SPCZ and (iii) the Asian monsoon rainfall. For the first
two, most models are able to simulate the ITCZ and SPCZ in approximately the right
locations so that the differences are mostly in the rainfall amount. This is an evidence that
the model cumulus parameterizations are responding realistically to the tropical SST forcing
to a first order. The low resolution in some models limits the better definition of the
eastern Pacific ITCZ. For the Asian monsoon rainfall, the problem is more profound.
Many models do not produce the rainfall maximum over western India and the Bay of
Bengal. More seriously, none of the models is able to produce the East Asian Mei-yu
ralnbelt during JJA. This well-known feature is also absent in all climatologies, except
those based on the MSU. Past studies of the East Asian monsoon (e.g., Lau and Li,
1984) indicate that the Mei-yu rainbelt arises from an anchoring of the stationary wave
pattern with respect to the Tibetan plateau, providing favorable conditions for interaction
between midlatitude baroclinic processes and tropical convection. It appears that most
models fail to capture the physics of that particular interaction. It wiU be a major challenge
for AMIP-like climate models to simulate regional features such as those discussed above.
Arguably, most participating AMIP models are not yet ready for that.
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I0. Evaporation Distribution
The global evaporation field is shown in Figure 9. At the present time, this is
essentially an unverifiable field. When the data assimilation products yield realistic
moisture transports, the evaporation can be inferred from the sum of precipitation and
vertically integrated moisture divergence. The other alternative is to calculate the surface
hydrology and use the four-way balance among soil moisture, runoff, evapotranspiration,
and precipitation. An interesting feature of the evapotranspiration field is the appearance of
spectral truncation noise in the simulated evaporation, even over oceans, where smooth
SST is prescribed. The most important feature is the increased evaporation over the
Kuroshio region and the Gulf coast of North America during DJF. Another important
feature is the increased evaporation over the northern Indian Ocean during JJA. These
features are consistent with Oberhufer (1988), and the models are quite consistent in
portraying these features.
II. East-West Excursion of Tropical Precipitation
Figure 10 shows the time-longitude cross-section of precipitation averaged between
10 ° S-10 ° N. This field shows a high degree of variability within and among models.
The eastward excursion of the precipitation anomalies during the 1982-83 and 1986-87
ENSO is well captured by most, but not all, of the models. For models that produce the
ENSO precipitation anomalies, the detailed evolution of the anomalies varies substantially
among them. The ENSO signals are notably absent in the DNM and UIU and very weak
in the GSF, MGO and MRI. In general, the year-to-year variabilities show major
deficiencies compared to observations.
In the MSU rainfall, two convective zones -- one over the Indian Ocean (80 ° E-100 °
E) and one over the western Pacific (140 ° E-160OE) -- can be identified. Sandwiched
between these two regions is an area of reduced rainfall over the maritime continent (110 o
E-130 o E). Occurrences of rainfall over the maritime continent appear to be tied to
eastward propagating features, which are most likely associated with the Madden and
Julian Oscillation (MJO, see Lau and Chan, 1986). The suppressed convection/rainfall
over the maritime continent is mimicked by most models. However, the suppression is
too extreme and too regular in many models, i.e., BMR, COL, DNM, LMD, and SUN.
This may be related to the excessive anchoring of the model precipitation to isolated land
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masses along the equator, i.e., the longitudes of 100 ° E and 140 ° E. The appearance of
artificial lines of rainfall on the time axis of the plots is also quite obvious in the above-
mentioned models. The eastward propagating signals are poorly represented, and this may
be related to the lack of realistic representation of MJO in many of the models. Models that
have strong MJO (e.g., CSI and GLA) show eastward propagation resembling the MSU
observation.
12. North-South Excursion of Asian Monsoon Precipitation
Compared to the east-west variation, the north-south excursion of Asian Monsoon
(60 ° E-150 ° E) precipitation is well simulated by most of the models (Figure 11.1), even
though considerable deficiencies can still be noted. An important feature in the meridional
excursion is the hemispheric asymmetry, i.e., more rapid onset of the northern summer
monsoon and the relatively slower evolution of the Australian monsoon. In a broad sense,
this feature is captured by roughly half of the models. The northern summer monsoon is
notably missing or very weak in a large number of models (e.g., CSI, CSU, LMD, NMC,
SUN, UCL, and UIU). On the other hand, there are models that show a monsoon cycles
that are too strong and regular compared with the observation (e.g., BMR, DER, GLA,
NCA, and UKM). The latitudinal sections of precipitation from the equator to 60 ° N
averaged between 120 ° E-150 o E (Figure 11.2) show that none of the models produce the
secondary rain maximum related to the extension of the monsoon trough or Mei-yu rain
band over East Asia and the north-western Pacific. This is consistent with the discussion
in Section 8.
13. Tropical Rainfall Anomaly Correlation
Figure 12 shows the anomaly correlation between the model simulated rainfall in the
tropics (30 ° N - 30 ° S) with the observation based on MSU, for each of the 39 seasons
over the 10-year period. Most models show an enhancement in rainfall prediction skill
(correlation >0.4) in the tropics during the 1982-83 and the 1986-87 ENSO. During the
non-ENSO periods, such as 1979-81 and 1984-85, the skills are notably low for all
models. Operational models such as BMR, ECM, JMA, MPI, and UKM, show
significantly better skills than the rest. Among the non-operational models, CNR, CSI,
COL, GLA, and LMD models do quite well, even though the LMD has exhibited some
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problems in other diagnostics. Interestingly, the cases of negative skills among all bar
plots is not only quite low, but the magnitudes of such negative skills are quite small.
Thus, a majority of the models produce some useful skills in the tropics. Nonetheless, a
similar calculation (not shown) indicates that no useful rainfall prediction skills are found in
the extratropics for all models.
14. Annual and Semiannual Harmonics
The vectors for annual and semiannual harmonics are plotted for nine chosen regions
shown in Figures 13.1-13.5. In regions with strong annual cycle or monsoon
characteristics, such as Amazon, Australia, East Asia, South Asia and the Sahel, the annual
harmonics are reasonably simulated by most of the models (Figure 13.2). The phases of
the annual cycle in these regions are predicted to within about 1 or 2 months of the
observed. However, in the Mississippi basins and TOGA-COARE regions, there are
major problems in the magnitude and the phase of the simulated annual cycle. The
problems are more serious, especially in the latter, where deep tropical convection prevails.
In general, we noted that in regions where a strong annual cycle is absent, the models tend
to have more divergent behavior. The annual cycle for E-P (Figure 13.3) shows a closer
agreement among models. The models disagree most in the Sahel and over the TOGA-
COARE region.
The models also show large variability in the semiannual cycle in P and in E-P in all
the above regions (Figure 13.4). Except over the Sahel, most models tend to overestimate
the strength of the semiannual cycle. In the equatorial regions, the semiannual harmonic is
related to the overhead passage of the Sun twice a year. In regions farther away from the
equator, the semiannual harmonic may be simply a reflection of the asymmetric nature of
the summer monsoon rainfall, i.e., rainfall occurs ordy during the summer months, while
the remainding calendar months are dry. Compared to observations, the models appear to
overemphasize the asymmetric aspect of the annual rainfall.
15. Moisture Recycling Over Continental Regions
The quantity, E-P can be used to infer the amount of moisture recycling within
continental scale and large spatial domains. This quantity has been estimated from analysis
of observedprecipitationin asurfacehydrologymodelbasedonSiB (Listonet al., 1993).
Figure 14showsthetime historyof E-Pof the 'observed'andthatof eachmodel for the
AMIP integrationperiod. In spiteof thelargedegreeof variabilityamongmodels,mostof
themodelsareableto reproducetheannualvariationin E-P. Thefollowing inferencecan
bedrawnregardingtherolethateachregionplaysin thevariationof theglobalhydrologic
cycle. All large tropical land masses(e.g., Amazon, East-Asia, and South-Asia) are
moisture sinks (E-P<0). During the rainy season, E-P is large and negative, implying a
net transport of moisture into the region and a large ran-off from land to ocean, assuming
that the land is well-saturated by the excessive rain. During the dry season, the land
masses act as a moisture source, i.e., evapotranspiration exceeds precipitation. However,
this supply is exceeded by the demand for moisture in the rainy season. Hence, regions
with negative E-P are controlled by the atmosphere with strong remote forcing by monsoon
dynamics involving large transport of moisture from the adjacent oceans. In contrast, the
annual and long-term mean of E-P over Australia is close to zero, indicating that
evaporation and soil moisture may play an important role in the regional recycling of
moisture over this continent.
One of the most remarkable features is the agreement among models and observation
in the annual variation of E-P over Europe. Here, the annual variation is almost perfectly
sinusoidal, and the moisture sink and source are almost completely compensated within one
annual cycle. This region is characterized by a strong control by the insolation and local
energy balance. The interannual variability of E-P over this region is also very small.
Other regions where local moisture recycling may be important are the Sahel and Siberia.
Here, with a few exceptions, the model E-P estimates remain small throughout the year.
The exceptions generally correspond to models that have problems in other aspects such as
distribution and water balance. For example, the larger annual cycle of E-P depicted by
SUN is apparently spurious, because of the nonconservation of water in the global mean
(see Figure 4) and the unrealistic rainfall distribution, e.g., at high latitudes for that model
(see Figure6). Over the tropical Pacific warm pool, i.e., the TOGA-COARE region, all
models show a large E-P deficit, but the month-to-month variability does not show any
agreement among models. As discussed earlier, the moisture needed to supply the heavy
rainfall in this region has to be transported from the subtropical Pacific ocean and the Indian
Ocean (see discussion for Figure 9). The lack of control by a strong annual cycle may
contribute to the large model disparity.
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16. Koeppen Climate Classifications
The joint distribution of observed and modeled surface air temperature and rainfall are
presented in the form of maps according to the Koeppen climate classification (Figure 15).
The detailed explanation for color codes is provided in the Appendix B. A simplified
interpretation of the color code is as follows. The subtropical dry zones are indicated by
bright yellow, the major desert climate by dark yellow or brown. The moist, tropical
climate is indicated by a rich red tone while the rainy, midlatitude zones are shown in green
and the frigid polar regions are in blue. On the broadest scale, most models are able to
simulate the large-scale climate regimes quite well; however, the regional differences
among models are substantial. For example, the north-south excursion of monsoon
shows considerable deficiency in many models. The East-Asian and Indian monsoons
also show major deficiencies. The extent of subtropical highs and desert climate over
central Asia and that over the Australian continent varies greatly from model to model.
There are many other interesting details in the Koeppen maps for each model, but they are
outside the scope of the discussion in this report.
17. Summary
We have presented results of an intercomparison study of the global hydrologic cycle
in 23 AMIP global climate models. The main results are summarized as follows:
The models collectively portray an Earthlike climate with respect to the observed
global surface temperature (=14.8 oC) and precipitation (2.4 ram/day) to within 10%.
The model consensus indicates a cold-wet bias of about 1.5 oC and 0.5 mm/day.
With the exception of a few, most models conserve atmospheric water to within 5%
and consistently indicate the role of ocean (land) as moisture source (sink), and the
southern (northern) hemisphere as moisture source (sink) on the long-term mean.
The seasonal reversal of the northern (southern) hemisphere as a moisture source
(sink) is also well simulated.
While the overall model rain-rate frequency distributions resemble the observed,
almost all models underestimate the frequency of occurrence of light rain (monthly
mean<l mm/day), compared to observations. This suggests that there may be
fundamental problems in the treatment of nonconvective rainfall in the models.
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The main features of the global rainfall distribution are reproduced by most models.
The most common problems are the presence of spectral rain (Gibbs phenomenon)
or spurious grid-point scale heavy rain in a number of the models. The artificial
anchoring of rainfall to topographic features in the maritime continent also appear to
be a problem in many models.
Models (as well as observations) differ greatly in the magnitude of the rainfall amount
over the SPCZ and the eastern Pacific ITCZ. The definition of the latter is apparently
limited by the low-resolution nature of most of the models. The model simulations
of the magnitude and location of rainfall have the worst problem over the Asian
monsoon region. Generally, models do not simulate well the northward migration of
the convective zone. No models are able to reproduce the East Asian monsoon
rainbelt over the subtropical western Pacific.
In general, the model depiction of the hydrologic cycle tends to be more realistic
where there is a strong annual cycle and where long-term local moisture balance is
maintained, i.e., (E-P) -- 0, over large interior land regions in the extratropics. In
regions of strong dynamic control, i.e., (E-P) ,_ 0, tropical western Pacific, monsoon
regions, and ITCZ, the model differences are largest.
In the interannual time scale, all models show enhanced rainfall prediction skill in the
tropics because of SST forcing associated with ENSO. The models do not show any
useful skill for rainfall prediction in the extratropics due to tropical SST forcing.
Because of the relatively large number of models participating in AMIP, the results
may be considered more representative compared to previous studies where only a few
models are intercompared. Still, the above results should not be generalized to the much
larger population of models, in particular, those that did not participate in AMIP.
Moreover, the strengths and weaknesses identified in the models should not be regarded as
a permanent label for the individual models, since almost all the models are undergoing
continuous improvement. In this regard, the above assessments can only be viewed as a
snapshot of an evolving climate modeling community. The present intercomparison has
identified specific, as well as generic, problems in simulating the global hydrologic cycle
for the participating AMIP models. The more difficult tasks of matching the detailed
representation of hydrologic processes in each model to its performance and coming up
with ways of improvement still lie ahead. The AMIP project has provided a most
important first step toward this goal.
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Appendix A: Acronyms for AMIP Models and validation datasets
BMR:
CCC:
CNR:
COL:
CSI:
CSU:
DER:
DNM:
ECM:
GFD:
GLA:
GSF:
JMA:
LMD:
MGO:
MPI:
MR/:
NCA:
NMC:
SUN:
UCL:
UIU:
UKM:
Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre
Canadian Centre for Climate Research
Centre National de Recherches Mitiorologiques
Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization
Colorado State University
Dynamical Extended Range Forecasting (at GFDL)
Department of Numerical Mathematics of the Russian Academy of Sciences
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheres
Goddard Space Flight Center
Japan Meteorological Agency
Laboratoire de Mitiorologie Dynamique
Main Geophysical Observatory
Max-Planck-institut fuer Meteorologie
Meteorological Research Institute (of Japan)
National Center for Atmospheric Research
National Meteorological Center
State University of New York at Albany
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Illinois
United Kingdom Meteorological Office
* Rainfall verification
JGR:
LWU:
LWC:
MSU:
Jaeger climatology, 12-month monthly mean
LagatesAVillmott climatology, uncorrected, 12-month monthly mean
LagatesAVillmott climatology, corrected, 12-month monthly mean
Microwave Sounding Unit version-1 rainfall over ocean blended with rain
gauge data over land on 4x5 grid from January, 1979 to December, 1989.
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Appendix B: Koeppen Climate Classification
Af is the tropical rainforest climate.
- The mean temperature of every month is above 18 °C (64 °F), and the climate is not BS
or BW (see below).
- Every month has at least 6 cm of rain.
Am is the tropical rainforest/monsoon and trade wind climate.
- The mean temperature of every month is above 18 °C, and the climate is not BS or BW.
- The driest month has less than 6 cm of rain but greater than 10 - prtot/25, where prtot is
the total annual rainfall in cm.
Aw is the wet dry tropical savanna climate.
- The mean temperature of every month is above 18 °C, and the climate is not BS or BW.
- The driest month has less than 6 cm of rain and less than 10 - prtot/25, where prtot is the
total annual rainfall in cm.
BSh is the low-latitude and midlatitude, dry, hot steppe climate.
- The summer rain is ge 70 percent of the total rainfall and 2*Tave+28 > Prtot(cm) >
Tave+14; or the winter rain is ge 70 percent of the total and 2*Tave > prtot(cm) > Tave. If
neither summer rain nor winter rain dominates then Tave+7 < prtot(cm) < 2*Tave+14.
- The mean annual temperature is above 18 oC.
BSk is the dry, midlatitude, cold steppe climate.
- The summer rain is ge 70 percent of the total rainfall and 2*Tave+28 > prtot(cm) >
Tave+14; or the winter rain is> 70 percent of the total and 2*Tave > prtot(cm) > Tave. If
neither summer rain or winter rain dominates then Tare+7 < prtot(cm) < 2*Tave+14.
- The mean annual temperature is below 18 °C and the warmest month is above 0 °C.
BWh is the dry, tropical and subtropical, hot desert climate.
- The summer rain is ge 70 percent of the total rainfall and prtot(cm) < Tave+14; or the
winter rain is ge 70 percent of the total and prtot(cm) < Tave. If neither summer rain nor
winter rain dominates then prtot(cm) < Tave+7.
- The mean annual temperature is above 18 °C.
BWk is the dry, midlatitude, cold desert climate.
- The summer rain is ge 70 percent of the total rainfall and prtot(cm) < Tave+14; or the
winter rain is ge 70 percent of the total and prtot(cm) < Tave. If neither summer rain or
winter rain dominates then prtot(cm) < Tave+7.
- The mean annual temperature is below 18 oC and the warmest month is above 0 °C.
Cwa is mild tropical climate with wet summers and dry winters.
- Coldest month has an average temperature below 18 °C but above -3 °C, and at least 1
monthly mean is above 10 °C. - The wettest month of the summer has at least 10 times
the precipitation of the driest month of the winter or at least 70 percent of the rain falls in
the 6 summer months. - The warmest mean monthly temperature is above 22 oC, and at
least 4 months have mean temperatures above 10 °C.
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Cwb ismild tropicalclimatewith wetsummersanddry winters.
- Coldestmonthhasanaveragetemperaturebelow 18°C but above-3 oC,andat least1
monthlymeanis above10oC.- The wettestmonthof thesummerhasat least10times
theprecipitationof thedriestmonthof thewinteror atleast70percentof therain falls in
the6 summermonths.- The warmestmeanmonthlytemperatureis below22oC,andat
least4 monthshavemeansabove10oC.
Cwc is mild tropicalclimatewith wetsummersanddry winters.
- Coldestmonthhasanaveragetemperaturebelow 18oCbut above-3 oC,andat least1
monthly meanis above10°C. - Thewettestmonthof the summerhasatleast10 times
theprecipitationof thedriestmonthof thewinter or atleast70percentof therain falls in
the6 summermonths.- Thewarmestmeanmonthlytemperatureis below22oC,and 1,
2, or 3 monthshavemeansabove10oC.
Csais theMediterraneanclimate.
- Coldestmonthhasanaveragetemperaturebelow 18°C but above-3 °C, andat least1
monthlymeanis above10oC.- Precipitationof thedriestmonthof summeris lessthan3
cm;precipitationof thewettestwinter monthis at least3 times asmuchasthe driest
monthof thesummeror atleast70percentof therain falls in the6winter months.- The
warmestmeanmonthly temperatureis above22 oCandat least4 monthshavemean
temperaturesabove10oC.
C.sbis theMediterraneanclimate(marinewest-coastclimate).
- Coldestmonthhasanaveragetemperaturebelow 18oCbut above-3 °C, andat least1
monthlymeanis above10oC.- Precipitationof thedriestmonthof summeris lessthan3
cm;precipitationof thewettestwinter monthis at least3 times asmuchasthe driest
monthof thesummeror atleast70percentof therain falls in the6winter months.- The
warmestmeanmonthlytemperatureis below22°C, andat least4 monthshavemeans
above10oC.
Cscis theMediterraneanclimate.
- Coldestmonthhasanaveragetemperaturebelow 18°C but above-3 oC,andat least1
monthlymeanis above10oC.- Precipitationof thedriestmonthof summeris lessthan3
cm; precipitationof the wettestwinter monthis at least3 timesasmuchasthe driest
monthof thesummerorat least70percentof therain falls in the6 winter months.- The
warmestmeanmonthlytemperatureis below22 oC,and1, 2, or 3 monthshavemeans
above10oC.
Cfa is mild climatewith nodry season(moistsubtropicalclimate).
- Coldestmonthhasanaveragetemperaturebelow 18oCbut above-3 oC,andat least1
monthly meanis above10°C. - Precipitationis notdominantin the summeror winter
months.- Thewarmestmeanmonthlytemperatureis above22oCandat least4 months
haveaveragesabove10oC.
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Cfb is mild climatewith nodryseason(marinewest-coastclimate).
- Coldestmonthhasanaveragetemperaturebelow 18oCbut above-3 °C, andat least1
monthly meanis above10oC.- Precipitationis not dominantin the summeror winter
months.- Thewarmestmeanmonthlytemperatureisbelow22oC,andatleast4 months
havemeansabove10°C.
Cfc is mild climatewith nodryseason(borealforestclimate).
- Coldestmonthhasanaveragetemperaturebelow 18oCbut above-3 °C, and at least1
monthly meanis above10oC.- Precipitationis not dominantin the summeror winter
months.- Thewarmestmeanmonthlytemperatureis below22oC,and1,2, or 3 months
havemeansabove10°C.
Dwa is cold snowy-forestclimatewith dry winters.
- Coldestmonthlymeanis below-3 oC,andthewarmestmonthlymeanis above10oC.
- Thewettestmonthof thesummerhasatleast10timestheprecipitationof thedriestmonth
of the winter or at least70 percentof the rain falls in the 6 summermonths. - The
warmestmeanmonthlytemperatureis above22 oCandatleast4 monthshaveaverages
above10°C.
Dwb is cold snowy-forestclimatewith dry winters.
- Coldestmonthlymeanisbelow-3°C, andthewarmestmonthlymeanis above10°C.
- Thewettestmonthof thesummerhasatleast10timestheprecipitationof thedriestmonth
of the winter or at least70 percentof the rain falls in the 6 summermonths. - The
warmestmeanmonthly temperatureis below22 °C, andat least4 monthshavemeans
above10°C.
Dwc is coldsnowy-forestclimatewith dry winters.
- Coldestmonthlymeanis below-3 °C, andthewarmestmonthlymeanis above10oC.
- Thewettestmonthof thesummerhasatleast10timestheprecipitationof thedriestmonth
of the winter or at least70 percentof the rain falls in the 6 summermonths. - The
warmestmeanmonthly temperatureis below22°C, and1, 2, or 3monthshavemeans
above10°C.
Dwd is cold snowy-forestclimatewith dry winters.
- Coldestmonthlymeanis below-3°C, andthewarmestmonthlymeanis above10oC.
- Thewettestmonthof thesummerhasatleast10timestheprecipitationof thedriestmonth
of the winter or at least 70 percentof the rain falls in the 6 summermonths. - The
warmestmeanmonthlytemperatureis below-38°C, andlessthan4 monthshavemeans
above10°C.
Dsais acoldMediterraneanclimate(anon-existentclimateonEarth).
- Coldestmonthlymeanis below-3 oC,andthewarmestmonthlymeanis above10oC.
- Precipitationof thedriestmonthof summeris lessthan3 cm;precipitationof thewettest
winter monthis atleast3 timesasmuchasthedriestmonthof thesummeror at least70
percentof therain falls in the6wintermonths.- Thewarmestmeanmonthlytemperature
is above22°C andatleast4 monthshaveaveragesabove10oC.
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Dsb is a cold Mediterranean climate (a non-existent climate on Earth).
- Coldest monthly mean is below -3 oC, and the warmest monthly mean is above 10 oC.
- Precipitation of the driest month of summer is less than 3 cm; precipitation of the wettest
winter month is at least 3 times as much as the driest month of the summer or at least 70
percent of the rain falls in the 6 winter months. - The warmest mean monthly temperature
is below 22 oC, and at least 4 months have means above 10 oC.
Dsc is a cold Mediterranean climate (a non-existent climate on Earth).
- Coldest monthly mean is below -3 °C, and the warmest monthly mean is above 10 oC.
- Precipitation of the driest month of summer is less than 3 cm; precipitation of the wettest
winter month is at least 3 times as much as the driest month of the summer or at least 70
percent of the rain falls in the 6 winter months. - The warmest mean monthly temperature
is below 22 oC, and 1, 2, or 3 months have means above 10 oC.
Dsd is a cold Mediterranean climate (a non-existent climate on Earth).
- Coldest monthly mean is below -3 °C, and the warmest monthly mean is above 10 oC.
- Precipitation of the driest month of summer is less than 3 cm; precipitation of the wettest
winter month is at least 3 times as much as the driest month of the summer or at least 70
percent of the rain falls in the 6 winter months. - Coldest monthly mean is below -3 oC,
and the warmest monthly mean is above 10 oC.
- The warmest mean monthly temperature is below -38 oC, and less than 4 months have
means above 10 oC.
Dfa is cold snowy-forest climates with hot summers (moist continents).
- Coldest monthly mean is below -3 oC, and the warmest monthly mean is above 10 oC.
- Precipitation is not dominant in the summer or winter months. - The warmest mean
monthly temperature is above 22 oC and at least 4 months have averages above 10 oC.
Dfb is cold snowy-forest climates with warm summers (moist continents).
- Coldest monthly mean is below -3 °C, and the warmest monthly mean is above 10 oC.
- Precipitation is not dominant in the summer or winter months. - The warmest mean
monthly temperature is below 22 oC, and at least 4 months have means above 10 oC.
Dfc is cold snowy-forest climates with cool summers (high-latitudes).
- Coldest monthly mean is below -3 °C, and the warmest monthly mean is above 10 oC.
- Precipitation is not dominant in the summer or winter months. - The warmest mean
monthly temperature is below 22 oC, and 1, 2, or 3 months have means above 10 oC.
Dfd is cold snowy-forest climates with cool summers (high-latitudes).
- Coldest monthly mean is below -3 oC, and the warmest monthly mean is above 10 oC.
- Precipitation is not dominant in the summer or winter months. - The warmest mean
monthly temperature is below -38 oC, and less than 4 months have means above 10 oC.
ET is the polar tundra climate. The warmest mean monthly temperature is less than 10 oC
but greater than 0 oC.
EF is the polar, perpetual frost (ice sheet) climate. The mean of every month is less than
0 oC.
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Figure 2
Figure 3
Figure 4.1
Figure 4.2
Figure 4.3
Figure 4.4
Figure 4.5
Simulated 10-year global-mean land surface air temperature and land
rainfall for each model and observation plotted as a point with respect
to the mean of all 23 GCMs (for explanation of acronyms, see
Appendix A). Units are deg C for surface air temperature, mm/day for
rainfall. For rainfall over land, the corrected version of
Legates/Willmott rainfall data on 4x5 grid is used. The original GCM
grids were used for each GCM. Only 60 deg S to 70 deg N were
included in the analysis to exclude the ice-covered area. The small
and big ellipses indicate one-standard and two-standard deviation
among models, respectively.
Global mean precipitation rates (top panel) and standard deviation of
annual cycle (bottom panel) over ocean (light), land (medium), and
total (dark) for all 23 GCMs, as well as 4 verifications (see Appendix A
for definition of acronyms). GCMs are plotted on their original grids.
Verification data are on 4x5 (lat x Ion) grids. Units are ram/day.
Global mean evaporation rates (top panel) and standard deviation of
annual cycle (bottom panel) over ocean (light), land (medium), and
total (dark) for all 23 GCMs. GCMs are plotted on their original
grids. Units arernm./day.
Annual water budget calculated by the amount of water exchanged
between land and ocean (top panel), and through equator (bottom
panel). Each bar represents the amount of water by evaporation minus
precipitation in 10 x 12 m3yr "1 for ocean (light), land (medium), and
total (dark) for each GCM and 2 observational analyses, Peixoto and
Kettani (1973), P&K, and Baumgartner and Reichel (1975), B&R.
Same as Figure 4.1 except for DJF (December, January, February).
Same as Figure 4.1 except for MAM (March, April, May).
Same as Figure 4.1 except for JJA (June, July, August).
Same as Figure 4.1 except for SON (September, October, November).
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Figure6.1
Figure6.2
Figure 6.3
Figure7.1
Figure7.2
Figure7.3
Figure7.4
Figure7.5
Figure 7.6
Figure 8.1
Normalized rainfall frequencydistribution over land and oceanby
intervalsof 1mm/dayfor mean(dark)andstandarddeviation(light) of
23Modelsand4 analysesof observations.
Normalizedrainfall frequencydistribution over land for eachGCM
with modelidentificationandfor MSU/insitu.
Normalizedrainfall frequencydistribution overoceanfor eachGCM
withmodelidentificationandfor MSU/insitu.
Zonal meanannualprecipitationfor 23GCMs(topandmiddlepanel)
and4 verifications(bottompanel).
Zonal meanWinter (DJF)precipitationfor 23GCMs (top andmiddle
panel)and4 verifications(bottompanel).
ZonalmeanSummer(JJA)precipitationfor 23GCMs (topandmiddle
panel) and4 verifications(bottompanel).
Zonalmeanannualprecipitationoverland(toppanel),landevaporation
(middle), land surface hydrologic forcing, P-E, (bottom). For
observation(or estimation,EST), the rain gaugedataover land from
Schemmet al. (1992) and the estimatedevaporationover land by
Liston et al. (1993)areused
SameasFig 7.1exceptfor Winter (DJF).
SameasFig 7.1exceptfor Summer(JJA).
Zonal meanannualprecipitationoverocean(top panel),evaporation
overocean(middle),andfreshwaterflux, P-E,overocean(bottom).
SameasFig 7.4exceptfor Winter (DJF).
SameasFig 7.4exceptfor Summer(JJA).
Mean andstandarddeviationof precipitationof 23GCMs for all year(top),DJF(middle),andJJA (bottom).
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Figure8.2 ..................................................................................... 58
Sameas8.1but for 4 verificationdatasets.
Figure8.3
Figure8.4
Figure9
Figure 10
Figure 11.1
Figure 11.2
Figure12
Figure 13.1
Figure 13.2
Figure 13.3
Globaldistributionof precipitationfor eachof 4 verifications.
Globaldistributionof precipitationfor eachof 23GCMs.
Globaldistributionof evaporationfor all year(top),DJF(middle),JJA
(bottom)for eachof 23GCMs.
Equatorial( averageof 10° S to 10° N ) monthly meantotal rainfall
overthe 1979-1988period(first for MSU followedby all 23models).
North-South excursions, from 30° S to 30° N, of Asian monsoon
rainfall averagedover 60° E to 150° E as observed (first panel)
followedby simulatedfield by eachof 23models.
SameasFigure 11.1exceptfrom theequatorto 60° N averagedover
120° E to 150° W.
Patterncorrelationcoefficients of tropical (30° S -- 30° N) seasonal
rainfall anomalyrepresentedasbargraphsfor eachmodel.Correlation
is calculatedon4x5 (lat x Ion)grids for eachmodelbetweenseasonal
anomalyof modelandMSU/in situ for eachof the39seasonstarting
from March, 1979.
Regionswhereprecipitationandevaporationareaveragedfor analysis
of harmonicsandhydrologiccycle.
Magnitude (mm/day) and phaseof annual cycles in precipitation
arrangedclockwisewith arrowspointing to 6 (12)o'clockfor January
(July) by 23GCMs (grey)andobservation(black). a)Amazonbasin
(top left), b) Australia(top center),c) EastAsia (topright), d) Europe(middle left), e) Mississippi (middlecenter), f) Sahel(middle left),
g) Siberia(bottomleft), h) SouthAsia (bottomcenter),andi) TOGA-
COARE(bottomright). Eachregionis definedby Figure 13.1. The
magnitudeof basearrows for Amazon, Australia, East Asia, and
South Asia are 2 mm/day. The rest have 1 mm/day base arrows. For
observed rainfall, the blended MSU/in situ data are used.
Same as Figure 13.2 except for semiannual cycle in precipitation.
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Figure 13.4 ..................................................................................... 140
SameasFigure 13.2except for annualcycle in evaporationminus
precipitation. For observation,the rain gaugedataover land from
Schemmet al. (1992) and the estimatedevaporationover land by
Liston et al. (1993) are used. Only land points are included for
observation.
Figure 13.5 ..................................................................................... 141
SameasFigure 13.4exceptfor semiannualcyclein evaporationminus
precipitation.
Figure14 ..................................................................................... 42
Time series of evaporation minus precipitation averaged over the area
defined by Figure 13.1 for observation and 23 GCMs. Rain gauge
measurements over land are used as rainfall observation. For observed
evaporation, the estimated evaporation over land by Liston et al. (1993)
is used. Only land points are included in the average of observation.
Figure 15 ..................................................................................... 51
Koeppen climate classification (see Appendix B) based on monthly
mean rainfall and surface air temperature for observation (MSU/in situ)
and each of the 23 models.
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Normalized Rainfall Frequency Distribution
Land Points; AMIP GCMs and Rain Gauge
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Figure 5.2
Normalized Rainfall Frequency Distribution
Land Points; AMIP GCMs and Rain Gauge
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Figure 5.2 (continued)
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Normalized Rainfall Frequency Distribution
Ocean Points; AMIP GCMs and MSU
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Figure 5.3
Normalized Rainfall Frequency Distribution
Ocean Points; AMIP GCMs and MSU
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Figure 5.3 (continued)
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Total Precipitation, Annual
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Figure 6.1
Total Precipitation, DJF
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Total Precipitation, JJA
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Figure 6.3
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Water Budget over Land, Annual
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Figure 7.1
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Water Budget over Land, Annual
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Figure 7.1 (continued)
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Water Budget over Land, DJF
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Figure 7.2
Water Budget over Land, DJ-F
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Water Budget over Land, JJA
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Figure 7.3
Water Budget over Land, JJA
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Water Budget over Ocean, Annual
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Water Budget over Ocean, Annual
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Water Budget over Ocean, DJF
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Figure 7.5
Water Budget over Ocean, DJF
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Water Budget over Ocean, JJA
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Figure 7.6
Water Budget over Ocean, JJA
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Precipitation, Mean of 23 AMIP GCMs
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Figure 8.1
Precipitation, Standard Deviation of 23 AMIP GCMs
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Figure 8.1 (continued)
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Precipitation. Mean of 4 Verifications
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Figure 8.2
Precipitation, Standard Deviation of 4 Verifications
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Precipitation GCM; bmr
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Figure 8.4 (continued)
Precipitation GCM; ecm
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Pattern Correlation Coefficients in Seasonal Anomaly Rainfall (30SH-30NH)
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Annual Cycles in Precipitation
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